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R&D investment in robotic technolo-
gies has recently increased in Euro-
pe, both by companies and by gover-
nments and institutions. According 
to Eurostat data, in 2020, the EU 
spent €311 billion on research and 
development; R&D investment as a 
percentage of GDP stood at 2.32% 
in 2020, from 1.97% in 2010.

01. Introduction
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01.

The enormous deve lopment  of 
some of the catalysts of robotics, 
such as 5G, Artificial Intelligence 
or IoT provide an ideal framework 
with connections and capabilities 
that did not exist before. 

Since 2002, Robotnik has partici-
pated in more than 60 European 

research and development projects 
in mobile robotics for logist ics, 
inspection, construction, agricul-
ture, health or security and rescue, 
among others. Many of our robots 
and mobile manipulators have been 
commercial ized in  universi t ies , 
institutions, technology centers, 
public and private laboratories or 
other academic institutions, besi-
des industry.

These 20 years of R&D experience 
al lowed us to test  our  AMRs in 
specif ic scenarios and with the 
necessary infrastructure. This bac-
kground is today one of our com-
petitive values.

By participating in important R&D 
projects such as H2020, we have 
the resources and the opportuni-

ty to work over a wide period of 
time in a research framework that 
allows us to develop and test novel 
technologies. This translates into 
benefits, not only for the academic 
sector, but also for end users and 
customers.

Our AMRs have open-source sof-
tware (ROS) and several configura-
tion options. They can integrate all 
sensors and components needed 
for your research and final appli-
cation.

Moreover,  we are manufacturers 
and can develop a solution tailo-
red to the specific needs of each 
project.

In this ebook we compile some of 
the most relevant R&D projects, 
the AMRs that have been used in 
each of them and interviews with 
our R&D managers.

Introduction

Rafael López | Robotnik 's R&D manager

Do you have an R&D 
robotics project?  
We will develop it with you

Research and experimental development, 
abbreviated as R & D, comprise the 'creative 
and systematic work undertaken in order to 
increase the stock of knowledge - including 
knowledge of humankind, culture and society 
- and to devise new applications of availa-
ble knowledge' (Commision Implementing 
Regulation (EU) 2020/1197 of 30 July 2020, 
Annex IV, page 99 ).

info@robotnik.eu

https://robotnik.eu/
mailto:info%40robotnik.eu?subject=
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02.
5G-ERA

Robotnik is coordinator 
of this Horizon 2020 
project 

The next generation of intelligent 
systems,  especial ly  robots,  wi l l 
need to be more autonomous and 
resi l ient.  Research and industry 
have many times attempted to im-
prove the capabilities via the evolu-
tion of 5G technologies focusing on 
feasibility studies and introduction 
of new bandwidth.

Inte l l igent  automation requires 
ways to accelerate the ongoing 
convergence of robotics,  AI and 
cloud computing to efficiently de-
velop, deploy and manage resource 
allocation and scalability towards 
a user-centric paradigm to improve 
the quality of experience (QoE) for 
customer applications.

5G technology brings more efficient 
communication and the possibility 
to run some services and functions 

inside the robots, and other services 
and functions outside (on other 
machines or other networks). 5G 
communication must be built  to 
exploit the scale,  resil ience and 
flexibility of connected intelligence.

The aim of the 5G-ERA (5G Enhanced 
Robot Autonomy) project is to show-
case the opportunities and benefits 
of 5G networks through automated 
surveillance and mobility, Industry 
4.0 and healthcare. Specifically, 5G 
allows two fundamental things for 
robotics applications: more stable 
latencies and a higher data trans-
mission speed (bandwidth).

That is why the European Commis-
sion has awarded the 5G-ERA pro-
ject. Over three years the 5G-ERA 
project will build a technological 
framework to bring Robotics and 
AI closer to the Edge Cloud and 5G 
technology.

To do all these things, we will use 
containerisation technologies - 
cloud-native technologies - that 
allow you to easily and relatively 
quickly deploy software.
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02. 5G-ERA 

1. Public Protection and 
Disaster Relief (PPDR).  
Public area for surveillance 
using robots.

2. 5G enhanced healthcare 
robots. 
Robots for hospital logistics. 

3. 5G enhanced semi-
autonomous transportation.

4.  5G-remote assistance for 
manufacturing process. 
Industry 4.0 

Watch the explanation video

IN 5G-ERA WE ARE 
WORKING IN THIS
4 USE CASES:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yI-Du_cN2jc
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Robotics R&D projects 
in healthcare

T h e  i n c o r p o ra t i o n  o f  ro b o t i c s 
in  hea l thcare  env i ronments  is 
becoming increasingly common. 
Currently, the automation of tasks 
in medicine has increased thanks 
to the evolution of technologies 
such as 5G, AI or augmented reality. 

Autonomous mobile robots become 
excellent hospital assistants, provi-
ding support in operating theatres, 
ICUs or risk areas for the health-
care team, and are even adapted 
to robotic or  motor ised shower 
systems so that people with func-
tional disabilities can shower on 
their own by commanding the robot.

The costs in healthcare sector imply 
that there is a need to automate 
certain transportation tasks. 

SOME OF THE R&D EUROPEAN HEALTH PROJECTS IN WHICH WE ARE INVOLVED  

PHARAON 
Pilots for healthy and active 
aging.

ENDORSE  
Robotic fleet for logistics 
applications in healthcare and 
commercial spaces.

ODIN 
Transforming the future of 
healthcare in Europe’s hospitals 
through AI.

https://robotnik.eu/projects/pharaon-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/endorse-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/odin-2/


3. R&D projects in healthcare 

What kind of tasks do Robotnik 
robots perform in the healthcare 
sector?

• Food transport and supply 
support.

• Cleaning or disinfection tasks.

• Storage and distribution of 
medicines.

• Surgical assistance.

• Administrative and logisti-
cal tasks that are routine and 
burden the healthcare workers.

• Tele-assistance.

Domain studies have indicated that 
nurses and other healthcare workers 
might spend as much as 20% of their 
workday performing transportation 
tasks that could easily be automa-
ted. If this could be reduced to 5%, 
there would be significant savings.

 IFR - World Robotics 2021.
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Service robots for professional use. Top 5 applications 
Unit sales 2020 and 2021
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2020

2021

Medical /
Healthcare

14.8k units, 
+23%

Professional
Cleaning

12.6k units, 
+31%

20.0k units, 
+85%

8.0k units, 
+6%

5.5k units, 
+21%

49.5k units, 
+45%
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04.
Robotics R&D projects 
in agriculture

Innovation in autonomous mobile 
robotics and manipulation applica-
tions in agriculture has advanced 
in the last 5 years.

Labour shortages, increased con-
sumer demand and high production 
costs are some of the factors that 
have accelerated automation in this 
sector,  with the aim of reducing 
costs and optimising harvests.

The incorporation of robotics in agri-
culture improves both productivity 
and working conditions for farmers 
and workers. Intelligent systems are 
becoming the ideal solution to drive 
precision farming. Today, a large 
number of agricultural operations are 
already being done autonomously.

Thus, collaborative robots are now 
commonly used for tasks such as 
fruit picking or insect grafting and 
cultivation, where Artificial Intelli-
gence provides predictive data to 
optimise farms and plantations.



What kind of tasks do Robotnik 
robots perform in the agriculture 
sector?

 y Crop condition identification 
and corresponding chemical 
application, spraying or 
harvesting, as required by 
the fruit or plant.

 y Mobile manipulation 
through collaborative arms 
(harvesting, fruit handling).

 y Collection and conversion 
of useful information for the 
farmer.

 y Selective application of 
pesticides.

 y Selection to avoid food 
waste.

9

SOME OF THE R&D EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE PROJECTS IN WHICH WE ARE INVOLVED 

4. R&D projects in agriculture

BACCHUS 
Mobile Robotic Platforms for 
Active Inspection and Harvesting 
in Agricultural Areas.

AGROBOFOOD 
Digital transformation of the 
European agri-food sector 
through the adoption of robotic 
technologies.

COROSECT 
Cognitive robotic system for 
digitized insect farms.

https://robotnik.eu/projects/bacchus-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/agrobofood-2/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/corosect-en/
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Robotics R&D projects 
in inspection & 
maintenance 

The inspection & maintenance area 
is one of the largest in the global 
economy. By contrast, it is one of 
the slowest to start on the road to 
automation and digitalisation and, 
therefore, the integration of robotics 
in inspection.

Currently,  inspection robotics is 
a l ready  in tegrated  in  d i f fe rent 
sectors and applications:  cons-
truction, architecture, masonry, 
demolition, infrastructures... For 
example, these AMRs use techno-
logy to check and detect possible 
errors in real t ime and send the 
information to the system so that 
it can be corrected.

Increased accuracy, significantly 
improved productivity,  reduced 
errors,  overcoming dead l ines, 
fewer accidents and reduced costs 
are some of the improvements that 
robotics brings to inspection and 
maintenance. 

10



What kind of tasks do Robotnik 
robots perform in the  inspection 
& maintenance sector?

 y Prediction of required tasks.

 y Evaluation of the progress of 
a project.

 y Ear ly  detect ion  of  poss ib le 
errors.

 y Automation of dangerous tasks 
for the operators.

 y Survei l lance and inspect ion 
tasks.

5. R&D projects in inspection & maintenance 
 

SOME OF THE R&D EUROPEAN INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE PROJECTS IN WHICH WE ARE INVOLVED
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ROBÉTARMÉ  
Human-robot collaborative 
construction system for shotcrete 
digitization and automation 
through advanced perception, 
cognition, mobility and additive 
manufacturing skills.

HERON 
Enhanced robotic platform for 
performing road maintenance 
and improvement works.

PILOTING 
Robotic solutions for pilots in 
refineries, bridges/viaducts and 
tunnels.

BIMPROVE  
Improving Building Information 
Modelling by Real Time Tracing 
of Construction Processes.

https://robotnik.eu/projects/robetarme-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/robetarme-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/heron-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/piloting-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/bimprove-en/
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Robotics R&D projects 
in security & rescue

The evolution of catalytic techno-
logies such as 5G, IoT (Internet of 
Things) and Artificial Intelligence 
are key to the autonomy of robots 
used in security and rescue tasks.

A security robot is a robot capable 
of assisting in security missions 
and carrying out high-level activi-
ties that speed up decision-making 
at critical moments. Robotics aims 
to provide tools that mitigate the 
hazards faced by people working in 
security, rescue and first response 
in order to minimise the risk to their 
own safety and the safety of others.

Depending on the specif ic  mis-
sion, security robots show diffe-
rent capabilities, different levels 
of autonomy, mobility, sensing or 
intelligence.  

12



CREST 
Fighting Crime with an IoT-
enabled Autonomous Platform. 

What kind of tasks do Robotnik 
robots perform in the security 
sector?

 y Advanced inspection and sur-
veil lance tasks in potentially 
dangerous territories.

 y Detect ion and predict ion of 
threats, such as explosives or 
toxic substances. 

 y Assessment  and suppor t  to 
disaster rescue teams. 

 y Delivery of pertinent informa-
tion to different stakeholders in 
an interactive manner tailored 
to their needs.

SOME OF THE R&D 
EUROPEAN SECURITY 
PROJECTS IN WHICH WE 
ARE INVOLVED 

6. R&D projects in security & rescue
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RESPOND-A 
Next-generation equipment 
tools and mission-critical 
strategies for First Responders.

NESTOR 
Enhanced pre-frontier 
intelligence picture to safeguard 
the European borders. 

ODYSSEUS 
Preventing, Countering and 
Investigating terrorist attacks 
through prognostic detection 
and forensic mechanisms for 
explosive precursors. 

https://robotnik.eu/projects/crest-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/respond-a-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/nestor-2/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/odysseus-en/


7. R&D projects in logistics 

Robotics R&D projects 
in logistics 

Today’s consumer demands ever 
faster  p roduct ion  and  de l iver y 
times. This means that manufac-
turers must necessarily speed up 
their production and logistics pro-
cesses to remain competitive.

Collaborative robotics,  and spe-
cial ly  Mobi le Manipulat ion,  is  a 
powerful tool that solves any repe-
titive and tedious activity , such as 
many of those carried out in the 
logistics sector. 
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07.

One out of three professional 
service robots is marketed 
for logistics tasks. 

Mobile robotic solutions are 
already established in trans-
port and logistics with more 
than 49,500 uni ts  (+45%) 
sold in 2021, according to 
World Robotics 2022. 

At Robotnik  we are already mar-
keting AMRs capable of working in 
logistics tasks not only in indoor 
but also in outdoor environments, 
e.g. for last mile delivery.  



VOJEXT 
Digital Technologies for 
manufacturing and construction.

LOGIBLOCK 
Modular platform for the 
deployment and management of 
fleets of autonomous vehicles 
and logistics robots in SMEs.

What kind of tasks do Robotnik 
robots perform in the logistics 
sector?

 y Last mile logistics.

 y Transport of goods and 
materials. 

 y Pick & Place. 

 y Metrology.

 y Bolting. 

 y Quality control. 

 y Packaging. 

 y Polishing. 

SOME OF THE R&D EUROPEAN LOGISTICS PROJECTS IN WHICH WE ARE INVOLVED
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7. R&D projects in logistics 

HR-RECYCLER 
Human-Robot recycling plant 
for electrical and electronic 
equipment.

https://robotnik.eu/projects/vojext-en-2/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/logiblock-en/
https://robotnik.eu/projects/hr-recycler-en/
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R&D is one of the most important 
depar tments at Robotnik,  which 
allows our robots and autonomous 
mobile manipulators to be cons-
tantly developed and improved. 

The participation in R&D projects 
supported by the European Union 
also allows us to stay at the tech-
nological forefront. 

Miquel Cantero and Marc Bosch, 
project managers at Robotnik, talk 
about technological innovation, what 
these projects bring to the robotics 
sector and other developments.

Miquel Cantero
Project manager

Marc Bosch
Project manager

08. Interviews with Miquel Cantero & Marc Bosch

Interviews
08.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqwsYk7jDS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_CekTrRsMA


www.robotnik.eu

Subscribe to our Newsletter

Receive the latest news from Robotnik, as well as interesting 
information from the mobile robotics sector.
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2 0  Y E A R S
L E A D I N G 
M O B I L E  

R O B O T I C S

https://robotnik.eu
https://www.youtube.com/user/RobotnikRobots
https://www.linkedin.com/company/2259536/admin/
https://twitter.com/RobotnikRobots
https://www.instagram.com/robotnik.automation/
https://www.facebook.com/Robotnik.Automation
https://robotnik.eu/newsletter-robotnik/

